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Parmesan made from sheep's milk
The main difference between parmesan and pecorino is that parmesan is made with cow’s milk while pecorino is made with sheep’s milk. Parmesan and pecorino are two hard gratable cheese with Italian origins. We use both these in similar dishes, especially spaghetti and pasta dishes. However, there are several differences between parmesan and
pecorino since they are made from different types of milk and undergo different processing. Key Areas Covered 1. What is Parmesan
– Definition, Features, Uses2. What is Pecorino
– Definition, Types, Features3. Similarities Between Parmesan and Pecorino
– Outline of Common Features4. Difference Between Parmesan and Pecorino
–
Comparison of Key Differences Key Terms Cheese, Parmesan, Parmigiano-Reggiano, Pecorino, Pecorino Romano What is Parmesan Parmesan is a hard, dry cheese made of cow’s milk. This cheese has an Italian origin. Its Italian name is Parmigiano-Reggiano. Parmigiano-Reggiano is made from unpasteurized cow’s milk and aged at least two years.
Moreover, it is produced only in Italy, in Parma, Reggio Emilia, Modena, Mantua and Bologna provinces. Parmigiano-Reggiano is among the world’s top cheeses. However, cheeses labelled as Parmesan in the United States might be authentic Parmigiano-Reggiano or an imitation (a hard cheese made of cow’s milk). In fact, genuine parmesan is one of
the most expensive cheeses in the world. Genuine Parmesan cheese has a hard, gritty texture. Besides, it is fruity and nutty in taste. Also, it is pale yellow in colour. Moreover, parmesan is the cheese we use with Spaghetti and other Italian pasta; we can also use it in soups and risottos. You can also eat this eat as a snack. What is Pecorino Pecorino is
an Italian cheese made from the milk of ewes. The name pecorino comes from Italian pecora, which means sheep. Therefore, pecorino refers to all types of cheese made from sheep’s milk. Most of these cheeses have a rather salty taste. They are creamery, hard, drum-shaped cheeses. Moreover, pecorino has a smooth, hard rind that is the pale straw
to dark brown. The colour of the rind will depend on the age of the cheese. Moreover, the inside of the cheese is white to pale yellow in colour, with irregular, small eyes. Pecorino Romano is the most widely popular pecorino outside of Italy, and it originates from Sardinia, Lazio and Tuscan Province of Grosseto. Pecorino Sardo also comes from
Sardinia while Pecorino Siciliano comes from Sicily and Pecorino di Filiano from Basilicata. We mostly use pecorino Romano on pasta dishes, like parmesan. In addition, we call the more mature Pecorinos ‘stagionato’, and they have a hard and crumbly texture with tangy and strong flavours. Sometimes, the cheese flavour can overpower the dish if we
add pecorino generously. Parmesan and Pecorino are two hard kinds of cheese that are pale yellow in colour. Moreover, both these cheese have an Italian origin. We use them in similar dishes, especially pasta dishes. Both cheese have rennet, so they are not entirely vegetarian. Parmesan is a hard, dry cheese made of cow’s milk while Pecorino is an
Italian cheese made of milk of ewes. Milk Parmesan is made with cow’s milk while pecorino is made with sheep’s milk. Ageing Parmesan undergoes ageing for around 2 years while the ageing time for pecorino is somewhere between 5 – 8 months. Taste Parmesan has a nutty flavour whereas pecorino has a stronger and tangier flavour. Conclusion In
conclusion, parmesan and pecorino are two hard gratable cheese with Italian origins. The main difference between parmesan and pecorino is that parmesan is made with cow’s milk while pecorino is made with sheep’s milk. Reference: 1. “Parmesan.” Cheese.com. Web. 08 Sept. 2020. Available here.2. “Pecorino.” Cheese.com. Web. 08 Sept. 2020.
Available here. Image Courtesy: 1. “Parmigiano Reggiano Cheese Heads On Shelves, Italy” (CC0) via Pixy.org2. “Pecorino di Filiano” By Rlucia – it.wikipedia.org (CC BY 3.0) via Commons Wikimedia Produced exclusively by raw milk from cattle grazing on the local grasslands and hillsides of northern Italy, Parmesan, or Parmigiano Reggiano, is a hard
cheese praised for its unparalleled natural umami flavour. Unrelentingly intricate in taste, it opens with tones of roasted almonds and dashes of brown butter, followed by a sharp and salty aftertaste to finish. Caressing your palate in a mellow sensation, it instantly draws you nearer with its complex flavours and textures. Exemplifying simplicity, while
still offering a great variety of flavour and aroma, Parmesan simply stands above the rest. How Parmesan is made The art of making Parmesan is one of tradition and feel, making each wheel of Parmigiano Reggiano a testament to pure artisanship and skill. Raw milk, poured down traditional copper vats, is blended with a complex of enzymes known
as rennet that help develop the milk. Temperature is kept at 55° Celsius, eventually producing a firm curd that is then cut to size and placed in wheel-shaped moulds. Before being stored to age, the curd is sat in brine for two weeks, halting the process of lactose being converted to lactic acid. The wheels are then arranged on wooden shelves, where
workers carefully tend them every ten days. Finally, after a minimum of one year of aging, the smooth curd has turned solid and granular, producing a perfect wheel of Parmigiano Reggiano. With the ingredients almost being entirely unpasteurised raw milk, the result is a gluten free, pure cheese without any additives or preservatives. The addition of
rennet however, makes true Parmesan unsuitable for vegetarians. Substitute for Parmesan A great many hard cheeses offer similar traits to those of Parmesan, and make for good substitutes. Produced in northern Italy, Grana Padano is closely related to Parmesan, though less crumbly in texture and milder in flavour. Like Parmesan, the cheese is
aged for a minimum of one year, boasting tones of ripe fruit and a tart bite. Pecorino hails from the southern regions of Italy, and like Grana Padano, it shares many of the qualities found in Parmesan. Produced from sheep’s milk, this cheese is favoured for its sharp taste and granular texture. Romano is a hard cheese of Italian origin prepared
predominantly with cow's milk or sheep's milk or goat's milk or mixtures of two or all of these. Made since the 1st century B.C., there are several types of Romano cheese. Determined by the type of milk used, name of Romano cheeses may be preceded by the word Vaccino (cow’s milk), Pecorino (sheep’s milk) or Caprino (goat’s milk). The most
famous example of Romano cheese is Pecorino Romano, an exclusive Italian cheese with DOP designation from the Italian government. One of the most popular Italian cheeses, Romano cheese is made from pasteurised or unpasteurised milk using animal, plant, or microbial rennet. It has a grainy texture, a hard and brittle rind and grates easily. The
curing of Romano takes not less than 5 months and longer if it is planned for grating. Every Romano cheese has its own peculiarities and shows different shades in texture, flavour and cooking uses. While Pecorino Romano, made from sheep’s milk, is sharp and quite tangy the second type of Romano cheese, Caprino Romano made from goat’s milk
has an extremely sharp taste. The third variety made from cow’s milk, Vacchino Romano, is very mild in flavour. Romano cheese works excellent as a table cheese. It can be grated over pasta, soups and salad or shaved onto cooked dishes and cream sauces. Hard cheeses like Romano best pair with fruity wines like Riesling and Prosecco. Over 500,000
page views per month, Put your store on our map! Contact Us Want to be listed on cheese.com? Here could be your shop! Contact Us Contrary to popular belief, Italian Parmesan is a category of cheese – not a single variety! While Parmigiano Reggiano, Pecorino Romano, and Grana Padano may seem similar, each one has its own unique profile. If you
want to use your cheeses in the best possible way, it’s important to get to know them. Chef Brown is here to share some advice on how to showcase these three types of Parmesan cheese on a menu. Parmigiano Reggiano (the “King of Parmesan”): flaky, grainy, flavourful Meet the cheese: This variety is made from unpasteurized cow’s milk in the
Parma, Reggio Emilia, Modena, Bologna, and Mantova regions of Italy. It’s grainy and flaky with around 30% milk fat, and produces crunchy calcium spots during the aging process. Saputo Parmigiano Reggiano is aged for 24 months, following a tradition that is more than 800 years old. Why we love it: Parmigiano Reggiano is a natural umami carrier
that boosts the flavour of everything it touches! It delivers a rich, fruity taste with a hint of hazelnut. How to use it: Treat this cheese as you would a premium seasoning like truffles or fine olive oil. Pairings with other cheeses: Balance it out with subtler cheese varieties like Ricotta, or mascarpone for fillings. On pizzas that use mild, stretchy cheeses
like Pizza Mozzarella or Caciocavallo, add Parmigiano Reggiano cheese for a flavour boost! Pairings with food: This cheese is wonderful at bringing out the “meatiness” of iron-rich proteins like lamb and beef. You can enhance more subtly flavoured meats like chicken and pork with Parmigiano Reggiano cheese, and double down on umami flavours
like tomatoes and anchovy when used on a pizza. Unexpected way of using it: As an ice cream topping! Roll vanilla bean ice cream balls in a crust of crushed almonds, dried cherry slivers, and Parmigiano Reggiano cheese for a sweet-salty-crunchy flavour bomb! Pecorino Romano: salty, sharp, crumbly Meet the cheese: Made in the Lazio and Sardinia
regions of Italy, Pecorino Romano is a sheep’s milk cheese a fat content of 32%. This crumbly, dense, flaky cheese is dry-salted by hand during the aging process (which takes 5 to 12 months). Why we love it: Pecorino Romano cheese offers a delightful balance of salty, sharp, and bitter. This variety is slightly granular when it melts, which allows its
flavour to come through in hot dishes. How to use it: Add it to a recipe in the last few minutes of cooking so its flavour remains pronounced. When preparing a pizza, sparsely crumble Pecorino Romano cheese on top so that it stands out with every bite. Pairings with other cheeses: While Pecorino Romano cheese is a star on its own, its texture plays
well with subtler, smoother cheeses. It can also complement the sharpness of cheeses like Gorgonzola. Pairings with food: Pecorino Romano cheese loves sweet ingredients like dried fruits and honey, as well as rich slow-cooked tomato sauces and meat-based gravies. You can also combine this cheese with fresh, herb-based sauces like basil pesto,
chimichurri, and salsa verde. Unexpected way of using it: This cheese is great for livening up a cold vegetable dish, like a beet and arugula salad. Make sure to grate it finely so it incorporates well into every bite. Grana Padano: milky, tangy, grainy Meet the cheese: Hailing from Italy’s Po River Valley region, Grana Padano cheese is a crumbly, grainy
variety made from unpasteurized cow’s milk. Its fat content hovers around 40%, and its aging process takes between 9 and 20 months. Why we love it: This cheese is mild and milky with a subtle tangy finish. Grana Padano cheese is granular when melted, giving it a lighter feel than the other two varieties. How to use it: Grana Padano cheese is a
wonderful finisher for dishes with stronger flavours as a texturizing or seasoning agent. It’s a great option for when you need more volume, such as in a gratiné dish, in mashed potatoes, or on a spicy pizza with pepperoni. Pairings with other cheeses: This variety is at its best when paired with subtle cheeses, allowing its sharpness to compliment or
highlight other flavours. Try it in a Ricotta filling. Pairings with food: Grana Padano cheese goes well with wild mushrooms, seafood, sweet fruits, and grains like barley and quinoa. Use it to add zing to subtly flavoured meats like chicken or pork. On a pizza or cheese platter, pair it with mortadella, salami, or cooked ham. Unexpected way of using it:
Try shaving Grana Padano cheese on a raw, meaty fish like tuna: its acidity adds wonderful depth to tuna’s rich profile, and offers a unique textual contrast against its buttery mouthfeel. Knowing how to use each one of these cheeses will help you create refined, balanced, and exciting menu options your customers will love! For more
insights, subscribe to our newsletter! Did you enjoy these tips? You'll find even more in our newsletter, À LA CARTE! Last update: Mon Jan 11 2021 Show Map }
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